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A Literary Biography of Robin Blaser: Mechanic of Splendor is the first major study illustrating Robin Blaser’s significance to North American
poetry. The poet Robin Blaser (1925–2009) was an important participant in the Berkeley Renaissance of the 1950s and San Francisco poetry
circles of the 1960s. The book illuminates Blaser’s distinctive responses to and relationships with familiar writers including Robert Duncan,
Jack Spicer, and Charles Olson via their correspondence. Blaser contributed to the formation of the serial poem as a dominant mode in postwar New American poetry through his work and engagement with the poetry communities of the time. Offering a new perspective on a wellknown and influential period in American poetry, Miriam Nichols combines the story of Blaser’s life—coming from a mid-western conservative
religious upbringing and his coming of age as a gay man in Berkeley, Boston, and San Francisco—with critical assessments of his major
poems through unprecedented archival research. This literary biography presents Blaser’s poetry and poetics in the many contexts from
which it came, ranging from the Berkeley Renaissance to the Vancouver scene; from surrealism to phenomenology; from the New American
poetry to the Canadian postmodern; from the homoerotic to high theory. Throughout, Blaser’s voice is heard in the excitement of his early
years in Berkeley and Boston and the seriousness of the later years where he was doing most of his living in his work.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This new and expanded edition is intended to help candidates prepare for entrance examinations in mathematics and scientific subjects,
including STEP (Sixth Term Examination Paper). STEP is an examination used by Cambridge Colleges for conditional offers in mathematics.
They are also used by some other UK universities and many mathematics departments recommend that their applicants practice on the past
papers even if they do not take the examination.Advanced Problems in Mathematics bridges the gap between school and university
mathematics, and prepares students for an undergraduate mathematics course. The questions analysed in this book are all based on past
STEP questions and each question is followed by a comment and a full solution. The comments direct the reader's attention to key points and
put the question in its true mathematical context. The solutions point students to the methodology required to address advanced
mathematical problems critically and independently.This book is a must read for any student wishing to apply to scientific subjects at
university level and for anyone interested in advanced mathematics. This work was published by Saint Philip Street Press pursuant to a
Creative Commons license permitting commercial use. All rights not granted by the work's license are retained by the author or authors.
Presents a selection of the author's poems from throughout his life, from playful early poems to themes of mourning and loss.
A poignant novel about a biracial girl living in the suburbs of Las Vegas examines the friendships that grow out of, and despite, her race.
Based on popular essays in New York Times’ Modern Love and Salon, as well as an Off-Broadway one-person play, The Pleasure Plan is a
sexual healing odyssey, a manifesto for women to claim pleasure as a priority, and a love story all at once. Fifty percent of adult women have
some form of sexual dysfunction at some point of their lives, preventing them from enjoying vibrant, soul-satisfying sex. Such was the case
with Laura Zam, who suffered the blame, shame, and embarrassment of feeling bedroom broken. For her, delving between the sheets meant
physical pain, zero desire, and emotional scars from being molested in her early years. However, in her late forties, after meeting and
marrying the love of her life, Zam was determined to finally fix her sensual self. This is her brave and bawdy plan to triage her flaccid romantic
life, stepping into a void where intimacy, self-love, and playfulness could be experienced--the full monty of Eros that had been missing from
her existence. The Pleasure Plan is what happened when she decided to challenge her hopelessness. In partnership with her initially
reluctant husband, she visited 15 healers and tried 30 pleasure-enhancing methods: from dilators and dildos, to hypnosis and hosting a sex
brunch, to cleansing chakras, to making love to her husband in front of a geriatric Tantric goddess. Packed with humor, heart, and a healthy
dose of prescriptive advice, this book chronicles Zam’s insight as she confronts many issues—from mismatched libidos to female erection
enlightenment. Throughout this journey, she and her husband grow as individuals and as a couple, both in and out of the bedroom.
Fearlessly honest and full of inspiration, Zam peels back the layers—or covers—and exposes her foibles, insecurities, and eventual wisdom as
she excavates past traumas, accepts and embraces her worth, and claims her right to be completely alive. Today, Laura works as a sexuality
educator, wellness coach, and speaker helping other women who suffer from sexual dysfunction, the effects of trauma, or those who would
simply like more pleasure (of all kinds) in their lives. She also consults with health care providers so they may better assist their clients in
achieving sexual well-being. While The Pleasure Plan is Zam’s personal narrative, it demystifies pervasive taboos, encouraging women to
make pleasure a priority, while teaching them how to claim (or reclaim) the power of their sexual selves. It also shows men how they can
support their partners in this #Metoo era. Healthy, sultry intimacy is a right; it is time for women to learn—through glorious trial and error—how
to embrace the sensual side of themselves. . . exuberantly and unabashedly.
Celebrate baby girls everywhere! In the tradition of best-selling GLOBAL BABIES, GLOBAL BABY GIRLS shines a spotlight on girls from
around the world, celebrating their strength, diversity, and potential. Babies love to look at babies and this bright collection of photos is a
ticket to an around-the-world journey. From Peru to China, Russia to Mali, this board book features captivating photographs of curious, joyful,
and adventurous baby girls from fifteen different cultures. The bright and bold pictures paired with simple text share a powerful message: no
matter where they are born, baby girls can grow up to change the world. A perfect baby shower gift or first book for the toddler in your life.
Part of the proceeds from this book’s sales will be donated to the Global Fund for Children to support innovative community-based
organizations that provide opportunities for girls to grow, thrive, and be strong.
Crammed with comic capers to try out on unsuspecting victims, and side-splitters to share, this ring-binder is a mix of practical pranks and
wisecracks. Readers can depress the laughter button on the front for a tide of titters to accompany their tale telling. Three leaves of stickers
and two funny photoframes are included. The jokers journal section contains 365 jokes - one for each day of the year and a space to fill with
diary dates.
That's so fetch! The Mean Girls Magnets mini kit features 10 magnets emblazoned with some of the most memorable one-liners from the
comedic masterpiece. Also included is a 32-page mini "Burn Book" with quotes and images from the 2004 film. Magnets feature the following
grool phrases: On Wednesdays we wear pink You go Glen Coco She doesn't even go here So you agree? You think you're really pretty? Is
butter a carb? SO fetch Get in loser, we're going shopping I'm a mouse, duh I'm not like a regular mom. I'm a cool mom. Boo, you whore
America has a love–hate relationship with individualism. In Reconstructing Individualism, James Albrecht argues that our conceptions of
individualism have remained trapped within the assumptions of classic liberalism. He traces an alternative genealogy of individualist ethics in
four major American thinkers—Ralph Waldo Emerson, William James, John Dewey, and Ralph Ellison. These writers’ shared commitments to
pluralism (metaphysical and cultural), experimentalism, and a melioristic stance toward value and reform led them to describe the self as
inherently relational. Accordingly, they articulate models of selfhood that are socially engaged and ethically responsible, and they argue that a
reconceived—or, in Dewey’s term, “reconstructed”—individualism is not merely compatible with but necessary to democratic community.
Conceiving selfhood and community as interrelated processes, they call for an ongoing reform of social conditions so as to educate and
liberate individuality, and, conversely, they affirm the essential role individuality plays in vitalizing communal efforts at reform.
In a world of rapid technological advancements, it can be easy to forget that writing is the original Information Technology, created to
transcend the limitations of human memory and to defy time and space. The Writing Revolution picks apart the development of this
communication tool to show how it has conquered the world. Explores how writing has liberated the world, making possible everything from
complex bureaucracy, literature, and science, to instruction manuals and love letters Draws on an engaging range of examples, from the first
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cuneiform clay tablet, Egyptian hieroglyphs, and Japanese syllabaries, to the printing press and the text messaging Weaves together ideas
from a number of fields, including history, cultural studies and archaeology, as well as linguistics and literature, to create an interdisciplinary
volume Traces the origins of each of the world’s major written traditions, along with their applications, adaptations, and cultural influences
In Being Danish, Richard Jenkins offers a comprehensive, up-to-date look at modern Danish culture. Looking first at a small Danish town in
the 1990s, he tracks how the idea of what it means to be Danish has evolved, moving through the 1990s to the 2005 controversy regarding
the depiction of Muhammed in the newspaper Jyllands-Posten to the 2011 parliamentary election. Drawing on extensive archival material
alongside ethnographic fieldwork, Jenkins explores topics such as the country's relationship to the European Union, cultural symbolism, the
role of Christianity, and the impact of a recent arrival of largely Islamic immigrants. Not a Dane himself, Jenkins offers an outsider's look at a
relatively small but otherwise hugely visible and sociopolitically fascinating country.
This volume contains a collection of essays focusing on non-traditional literacy practices and aims to show how complex literacy is and how
context-dependent definitions of literacy are. The work highlights five ethnographic-oriented studies of literacy in diverse communities and
institutions.
The March 2018 British National Formulary (BNF 75) is your essential reference book for prescribing, dispensing, and administering
medicines.
There's no denying that television is a forceful presence in students' lives. Yet in writing classrooms the assumption is often that television is
only an obstacle to teaching critical print literacy. Little careful attention has been paid to exactly how television influences the ways in which
students write, or how their experiences with television might be used to help them write more effectively. Bronwyn T. Williams argues that
television is a powerful influence that is always present in the writing classroom, even if it is not acknowledged by either teachers or students.
His interviews with students and observations of their television viewing and print reading have led him to conclude that the rhetorical skills
students develop that allow them to "read" televised communication fluently, and even critically, can be used in a writing class to explore the
same concepts in print, such as narrative form, audience, plot, and irony. Williams shows teachers how they can harness these skills to
influence the ways students perceive and engage in writing and reading from the first day of a composition course. Chapters in the book are
followed by "classroom practice" interchapters which offer practical suggestions to help teachers use students' existing television literacies to
achieve a more complex, nuanced, and critical literacy in print. The influence of television on student writers is complex, however, and
Williams also examines how the discursive nature of television can conflict with writing pedagogies. Television as a communicative form that
is structured by time, without a clear authorial presence, and dominated by emotion often conflicts with what writing teachers consider
fundamental properties of discourse in the academy such as reflection, individual authorship, and detached analysis. Finally, Williams
considers the implications of his study for the field of composition in a time of expanding communication and literacy technologies. In a world
in which communication happens increasingly by electronic and visual means, where popular culture is seen to collide with the academy,
Williams provides a refreshing and thought-provoking look at the intersections of seemingly disconnected literacies-television and print-and
the ways in which teachers can draw upon certain critical discursive abilities their students already possess, but that have generally been
dismissed and ignored.
Erotic memoir
This text, now in the Third Edition, aims to provide students with a clear, well-structured and comprehensive treatment of the theory and
applications of operations research. The methodology used is to first introduce the students to the fundamental concepts through numerical
illustrations and then explain the underlying theory, wherever required. Inclusion of case studies in the existing chapters makes learning
easier and more effective. The book introduces the readers to various models of Operations Research (OR), such as transportation model,
assignment model, inventory models, queueing theory and integer programming models. Various techniques to solve OR problems’ faced by
managers are also discussed. Separate chapters are devoted to Linear Programming, Dynamic Programming and Quadratic Programming
which greatly help in the decision-making process. The text facilitates easy comprehension of topics by the students due to inclusion of: •
Examples and situations from the Indian context. • Numerous exercise problems arranged in a graded manner. • A large number of
illustrative examples. The text is primarily intended for the postgraduate students of management, computer applications, commerce,
mathematics and statistics. Besides, the undergraduate students of mechanical engineering and industrial engineering will find this book
extremely useful. In addition, this text can also be used as a reference by OR analysts and operations managers. NEW TO THE THIRD
EDITION • Includes two new chapters: – Chapter 14: Project Management—PERT and CPM – Chapter 15: Miscellaneous Topics (Game
Theory, Sequencing and Scheduling, Simulation, and Replacement Models) • Incorporates more examples in the existing chapters to
illustrate new models, algorithms and concepts • Provides short questions and additional numerical problems for practice in each chapter
A photocopiable GCSE workbook of questions and answers, written for teachers. There are 84 photocopiable sheets of exercises for pupils to
use with the teacher's guidance. Wherever possible, questions have been graded according to their degree of difficulty.
In China the tradition of a book society is longer than anywhere else in the world. Chinese paper making, calligraphy and woodblock printing
date from very early ages, but have for a very long time remained almost unknown to the Western world. At the IFLA satellite meeting
“Chinese Written and Printed Cultural Heritage and Library Work” in Hangzhou in 2006 the richness of present day book historical research
and library activities in China has been presented by more than sixty papers. This fine selection reflects the width and depth of this extremely
important and immense Chinese heritage.
OGT Exit Level Reading Workbook prepares students for the reading portion of the Ohio Graduation Test. Samples from similar tests provide
plenty of practice and students learn to take multiple choice tests on their comprehension of what they read. Students learn to evaluate their
own short answers to targeted questions, and learn from other students' responses to similar questions. This book is suitable for students in
all states who need to take a reading exam for graduation or course completion.
Winner of the 1995 University of Illinois Press-National Women's Studies Association manuscript prize Women's clubs at the turn of the
century were numerous, dedicated to a number of issues, and crossed class, religious, and racial lines. Emphasizing the intimacy
engendered by shared reading and writing in these groups, Anne Ruggles Gere contends that these literacy practices meant that club
members took an active part in reinventing the nation during a period of major change. Gere uses archival material that documents club
members' perspectives and activities around such issues as Americanization, womanhood, peace, consumerism, benevolence, taste, and
literature--and offers a rare depth of insight into the interests and lives of American women from the fin de siècle through the beginning of the
roaring twenties. Intimate Practices is unique in its exploration of a range of women's clubs--Mormon, Jewish, white middle-class, African
American, and working class--and paints a vast and colorful multicultural, multifaceted canvas of these widely-divergent women's groups.

Ninety one photociable pages of mathematical worksheets for pupils studying for the GCSE at the higher level of the
national curriculum. Answers are included. It is designed for higher level pupils in year 11 but can also be used in year
10.
Manhattan Prep’s All the Quant guide is an updated and expanded version of the 5-book GMAT Quant Strategy Guide
Set (6th Ed). We’ve taken the five guides, consolidated them into one book, and expanded coverage of the content and
strategies that will help you to get a higher score on the GMAT. Online bonus materials include an exclusive ebook with
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harder content, a full-length adaptive practice test, and additional practice problems. All the Quant comes with access to
the Atlas online learning platform. Your Atlas All the Quant syllabus includes: An exclusive e-book covering harder quant
content, for those aiming for an especially high Quant section score A full-length GMAT computer adaptive test (CAT)
Additional practice problems, interactive video lessons, strategies for time management, and more Lessons and practice
problems created by expert instructors with 99th-percentile scores on the GMAT The All the Quant guide includes the
following content areas: Fractions, Decimals, Percents, and Ratios Algebra Word Problems Number Properties Geometry
A series of strategy lessons on Data Sufficiency (solving efficiently and effectively) and Arithmetic vs. Algebra (turning
algebra into easier-to-solve arithmetic) Manhattan Prep guides are the top-selling GMAT prep guides worldwide for a
reason; we have the most in-depth, comprehensive, and effective materials available for GMAT studies. Looking for
comprehensive GMAT preparation? Try Manhattan Prep’s All the GMAT book set.
Covers the Cambridge IGCSE syllabus (0455) and the Cambridge O Level syllabus (2281), first examination from 2020.
This series helps students understand economic theory, terminology and principles. By applying tools of economic
analysis, undertaking calculations and writing longer responses, students learn how to look at the world like an
economist. The workbook matches the Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Economics syllabuses and provides students with
additional concepts to strengthen their understanding, as well as the quality of their answers. The answers to the
workbook questions are in the teacher's resource.
The focus of this book is the fundamental influence of the cyphering tradition on mathematics education in North
American colleges, schools, and apprenticeship training classes between 1607 and 1861. It is the first book on the
history of North American mathematics education to be written from that perspective. The principal data source is a set of
207 handwritten cyphering books that have never previously been subjected to careful historical analysis.
Prev. 9th ed. entered under: Polloway, Edward A.
For the Vampire community, the Solstice Choosing has been the holiest night of the year - for a hundred thousand years.
But this year, something new is about to happen. The oldest prophecies are about to be fulfilled - and the Festival of
Blessings is finally upon us.
This approachable text studies discrete objects and the relationsips that bind them. It helps students understand and
apply the power of discrete math to digital computer systems and other modern applications. It provides excellent
preparation for courses in linear algebra, number theory, and modern/abstract algebra and for computer science courses
in data structures, algorithms, programming languages, compilers, databases, and computation. * Covers all
recommended topics in a self-contained, comprehensive, and understandable format for students and new professionals
* Emphasizes problem-solving techniques, pattern recognition, conjecturing, induction, applications of varying nature,
proof techniques, algorithm development and correctness, and numeric computations * Weaves numerous applications
into the text * Helps students learn by doing with a wealth of examples and exercises: - 560 examples worked out in
detail - More than 3,700 exercises - More than 150 computer assignments - More than 600 writing projects * Includes
chapter summaries of important vocabulary, formulas, and properties, plus the chapter review exercises * Features
interesting anecdotes and biographies of 60 mathematicians and computer scientists * Instructor's Manual available for
adopters * Student Solutions Manual available separately for purchase (ISBN: 0124211828)
This edition examines the philosophical, historical and methodological foundations of psychological testing, assessment
and measurement, while helping students appreciate their benefits and pitfalls in practice.
During the past thirty years, museums of all kinds have tried to become more responsive to the interests of a diverse
public. With exhibitions becoming people-centered, idea-oriented, and contextualized, the boundaries between museums
and the “real” world are eroding. Setting the transition from object-centered to story-centered exhibitions in a
philosophical framework, Hilde S. Hein contends that glorifying the museum experience at the expense of objects
deflects the museum's educative, ethical, and aesthetic roles. Referring to institutions ranging from art museums to
theme parks, she shows how deployment has replaced amassing as a goal and discusses how museums now actively
shape and create values.
Your Guide to the 10 Best of Everything in Seoul Discover the best of everything South Korea's capital city has to offer
with the essential DK Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guide Seoul. Top 10 lists showcase the best places to visit in Seoul,
from Dongdaemun market to the grand royal palace of Gyeongbokgung. Seven easy-to-follow itineraries explore the
city's most interesting areas - from the arty district of Insadong to Bukhansan National Park - while reviews of the best
hotels, shops and restaurants in Seoul will help you plan your perfect trip.
Developed for test-takers who need a refresher, Manhattan Prep's GMAT Foundations of Verbal provides a user-friendly
review of basic verbal concepts crucial for GMAT success. Written by active instructors with 99th-percentile scores,
GMAT Foundations of Verbal is designed to help students, particularly ESL students, who struggle with the basics of the
verbal section of the GMAT. The book comes with robust online resources, including a practice test, a question bank and
interactive lessons. Designed to be user-friendly for all students, GMAT Foundations of Verbal provides: Review of
foundational grammar such as parts of speech and sentence structure Strategies for tackling the three verbal question
types—Sentence Correction, Critical Reasoning, and Reading Comprehension Easy-to-follow examples and
comprehensive explanations GMAT Foundations of Verbal is an invaluable resource for any student who wants to
cement their understanding and build their basic verbal skills for the GMAT.
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